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Research in Motion (RIM) has launched its first full touch with QWERTY keypad slider smart phone
and its out in the market. The BlackBerry Torch 9800 runs on Blackberry operating system v6.0. the
torch 9800 possess 624MHz of processing power and it has 3.2 inch wide capacitive type of touch
screen and offers 480 X 320 pixels of resolution. For more navigational convenience, it consist an
optical track pad also.

BlackBerry Torch 9800 is equipped with 5 megapixels of camera with LED flash and it also consist
other camera features such as auto focus, image stabilization, geo tagging and multiple picture
taking modes. Camera has 2x of digital zoom facility.

Multimedia features in smart phone:

The BlackBerry Torch 9800 consists of music audio and video players besides; its operating system
also consists of features such as pinch to zoom, which allow you to zoom in an image with just a
pinch in it. This phone is well built up to support social networking also such as Facebook and twitter
and it also contain AGPS technology.

Internet connectivity and other connectivity options:

To access internet the Torch 9800 consists of GPRS, EDGE, 3G and Wi-Fi technologies, thus
making internet connection at an ease. The maximum speed that this phone is capable to provide is
of 3.6Mbps with HSDPA quality. There is also A-GPS loaded with blackberry maps. Other
connectivity options are Bluetooth and a USB port to get synched with other devices. Additional
internet features in phone are text reflow, tabbed browsing and URL sharing also. Blackberry has
taken care of business class peopleâ€™s requirements also, one can view online documents of Word,
PowerPoint or excel.

Battery type and memory management in phone:

BlackBerry Torch 9800 is shipped with 4GB of onboard internal memory and there is an option to
expand memory also via micro SD cards up to 32GB. The battery used is of type 1270mAh Li-ion
battery and it is capable to provide 432 hours of standby time in 2G mode and 336 hours in 3G
mode. The phone allows 5 hours of talk time in 2G modes and the same in 3G modes also.

With such a large variety of class features there is also some additional features in phone such as
password protected keypad lock, voice input, LED indicators and it provides triple DES encryption if
you get connected through blackberry enterprise server.

The BlackBerry Torch 9800 price is 28300INR*.
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dell laptops price list and a Yes..I Flaunt My Diamond and a BlackBerry Torch 9800 etc, through
Online Shopping in India.
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